DevOps
Maturity
Assessment

The DevOps Maturity Assessment is an analysis-focused workshop that helps organiza-

Let’s jointly identify the current
state of your DevOps journey
and the potential for improvement!

your organization. Post assessment, a POC can be built as minimal working framework

tions who have started their DevOps journey or are planning to. This assessment identifies your current state of maturity and challenges spanning development, deployment,
and sustenance using analysis gained through questionnaire and interviews conducted
with multiple stakeholders.
As a result you will get tangible recommendations on the optimal DevOps state for
to showcase the increase in the level of maturity in one of the most relevant key
areas for you.

5-day workshop

Key Challenges

Do you have a lot of time and
money overhead due to legacy
infrastructure?
Is your time-to-market
too high?
Do you want cross-functional
teams for optimal collaboration
and maximum throughput?

For more about us, visit www.nagarro.com

Workshop Concept
5-day Workshop: DevOps Maturity Assessment

Next step: 5-day Pilot*

Identify
business drivers

Understand
‘as is’ system

Define
where we go

Identify
challenges

Proof of
concept

Prepare
roadmap

• Interview key
business and IT
stakeholders

• Analyze existing
development model
and technical
architecture of each
application

• List down the benefits
DevOps will bring
through technology
and cultural change

• Identify challenges
your organization
may face while
implementing the
new technology and
cultural framework

• Introduce POC
on pilot phase
to understand the
new technology
framework and
its benefits

• Share DevOps
assessment report
with key business
and IT stakeholders
based on the
analysis and POC
conducted

• Understand
governance model
• Understand
engineering practices

• Identify how existing
tools and technology
landscape are integrated

• Based on the current
significant challenges,
form a vision which
is aligned with the
organization’s goal

• Understand how
products and solutions are delivered

Workshop Outcome

• Prepare a
phase-wise approach
that includes
handling challenges
based on gap analysis

• Understanding on
current challenges
grouped into themes

• Current DevOps
maturity level-based
on best practices

• Identifying the pilot
project

• Quick wins

*The pilot project
showcases minimal
working framework
to increase the level
of maturity in one
or many key areas
from defined DevOps
maturity components.

• Benefits to be
received from
transformation

• Recommendations
on the optimal
DevOps state and
a high-level transformation roadmap

Note: In case supported POC is required then
timeline may differ based on technology stack.
For more about us, visit www.nagarro.com

Why Nagarro
Tailored frameworks to speed
up time-to-market
In depth exposure in leveraging
the DevOps approach and knowledge of industry’s best practices
Success stories across industries
on standardization of processes
as well as toolchains

Kickstart this DevOps Maturity
Assessment to build a solid
foundation for the future of
your business.

Interested?
Nagarro is a global digital engineering leader with a
full-service offering, including digital product engineering,
digital commerce, customer experience, AI and ML-based
solutions, cloud, immersive technologies, IoT solutions,
and consulting on next-generation ERP. We help our clients
become innovative, digital-first companies through our
entrepreneurial and agile mindset, and we deliver on our
promise of thinking breakthroughs.

Drop us an email at:

coe.devops@nagarro.com
We’ll be happy to hop on a call
to discuss the next steps.

Our guiding principles are defined by one word – CARING,
denoting a humanistic, people-first way of thinking with
a strong emphasis on ethics. Caring guides us as a global
company.
Today, we are over 12,000 experts across 27 countries,
forming a Nation of Nagarrians, ready to help our
customers succeed.

For more about us, visit www.nagarro.com

